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A brief expert analysis of the eradication works of the new corona virus pandemic in Georgia is brought, 

which is presented in the form of the main measures taken during the eradication works and the associated 

results. It is stated that Georgia belongs to the group of small countries in the world that have actually been 

able to optimally manage the problems arising during the pandemic. These processes were led by the 

Government of Georgia and a specially created Coordination Committee in the country under the leadership 

of the Prime Minister. In this regard, a special contribution is made by the people of the country, who were 

understanding and conscientiously implemented the resolutions adopted by the Government and the 

Coordination Committee. The geographical location of Georgia, the genetic characteristics and level of 

cultural-educational development of the country, the progress of the pandemic processes in the spring and 

summer months, the less intense tourist season and many other factors contributed to the success of the 

pandemic, including the fact that Georgia may have been working on relatively less aggressive strains of the 

virus causing the pandemic. Clearly,  there were some shortcomings in the pandemic liquidation work that 

needed to be addressed in the future, as the pandemic has not yet been completed and seems to be going on 

for quite some time to come. 
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Introduction: The New Corona virus pandemic, the seventeenth pandemic in the history of 

civilization, has become the greatest challenge to mankind in the first quarter of the 21st century. 

This is evidenced by the fact, that more than half a year has passed since the first officially 

confirmed case of the New Corona Virus, and it has already affected 12.0 million people in almost 

every country in the world, of which 4.5% more have died. .Currently the pandemic continues and it 

will again be the cause of many challenges in the future. Therefore, it is extremely important to 

analyze the ongoing liquidation work in the first stage of the pandemic. The point is that, this 

analysis makes it possible to evaluate the work already done, the results of which should form the 

basis of a project for future work. It is desirable, that such an analysis be initially conducted 

independently for each country, so that at a later stage it will be possible to have a complex 

perception of the situation around the world. 

Materials and Methods: The basis of the work is the expert analysis of the liquidation works 

carried out during the pandemic caused by the New Corona Virus in Georgia. The effectiveness of 

these works is evaluated with the positive or negative results caused by the measures taken for this 

purpose. These measures were introduced due to the detection of cases of infection with the New 

Corona Virus in the population of the country and were associated with the announcement of a 

pandemic on March 11, 2020 by the World Health Organization called "COVID-19". At the time of 

the analysis, there were 973.0 cases of infection with the New Corona Virus in Georgia, during 

which 15.0 people died.  

Accordingly, this expert analysis involves the consideration of these cases. Through such an 

approach, an attempt is made to explain the mechanisms that helped to obtain the optimal results that 

accompanied the implementation of this work in Georgia. Also, the shortcomings identified during 

the implementation of these works are presented as much as possible. 



Results and Discussion: It is known that the effectiveness of each case is evaluated by the results, 

that this case will bring. According to the results of the analysis, the number of people infected with 

the virus in Georgia was 0.02% of the country's population, and the lethality rate was 1.5% of 

infected patients. The number of recovered persons was 86.9%.It should be noted that this is the best 

rate in the region and one of the best in the world. Namely, the posted on the Internet in 11.06.2020 

http://Bbts.Tsom / Russian / Nets-51706538 #Share-Tools according to the website, Georgia has 

better indicators than the United States, England, EU countries, China and some other countries. In 

this respect, the figures recorded here are about the same as in Benin, Togo, Cyprus, Malawi, 

Zimbabwe and other countries. However, it is much better than Georgia in multimillion population 

Vietnam, Mongolia, Cambodia and some other countries. It is obvious, that many factors contributed 

to the optimal result. Among them is the fact, that Georgia is a small country with a small 

population, which makes it much easier to manage the problems caused by a pandemic, The progress 

of the pandemic seems to have been hampered by the geographical location of the country, whose 

mountainous region somehow prevented the virus from "sowing" in the country, the  genetically 

determined resilience of the population to the New Corona Virus, the high level of cultural-

educational development of the population, the course of the pandemic during the spring and 

summer months, the less active tourist season and many other factors. Among them, the possible 

work of less aggressive strains of the New Corona Virus in Georgia seems to have had some 

significance.  

However, it is self-evident that in this respect the most important thing was to conduct the anti-

epidemic and medical efforts that took place during the pandemic and on which the decisions of the 

Government of Georgia are based. It is noteworthy that in this regard, the Government of Georgia 

adopted Resolution №164 on January 28, 2020 "On Measures to Prevent the Possible Spread of New 

Corona Virus in Georgia and to Approve an Operational Response Plan for New Corona Virus 

Diseases", Also, on March 2, 2020, the Government of Georgia issued Resolution No 434 on the 

suspension of the educational process, However, it is self-evident that the main m in this regard, in 

addition to the decision of the Government of Georgia of March 11, 2020-158, from March 16, 2020 

to stop the process of conscription. The Government of Georgia № 529 of March 12 imposed a 

number of restrictions on the employment of public employees who were in the country with a high 

prevalence of the New Corona Virus or had contact with a person infected with the virus. The next 

step in this regard is the appeal of the Government of Georgia to the President of Georgia on the 

introduction of a state of emergency in the country, by whose order was issued. The Parliament of 

Georgia of the IX convocation approved at the plenary session of the Extraordinary Session on 

March 21, in accordance with the above-mentioned decree, the rights of movement and movement, 

property, assembly and assembly defined by the Constitution of Georgia were restricted during the 

state of emergency throughout Georgia. It is noteworthy that the state of emergency was initially 

imposed for a period of one month, and this process was further extended for another month, namely 

until May 22. Then they started to be removed, but this process is being carried out in stages and to 

date, it is not completely finished and some of the existing requirements are still in force, especially 

the suspension of air traffic and the resumption of the tourist season. 

These anti-epidemic measures were primarily presented by the complete closure of the country’s 

borders, which took place in the very first days of the pandemic and clearly hampered the 

penetration of a large concentration of New Corona Virus into the country. However, these borders 

were seldom opened to those returning to their home countries by charter flights. Other remedies 

were introduced by introducing two-week quarantine measures for persons entering the country from 

abroad and transferring them to a state of self-isolation of suspects susceptible to infection. The state 



of emergency measures in this regard also included the cessation of road, sub-rail and rail traffic, the 

closure of all types of metro and public transport, the categorical prohibition of residents to go out at 

night, as well as the prohibition of residents to leave their homes during the day. Or included a visit 

to the pharmacy, against this background the work of schools, universities, children's institutions and 

other similar organizations was completely suspended. The work of cinemas, theaters, museums, 

restaurants, hotels and all other institutions of public importance was also completely suspended. 

However, in case of detection of an infected cluster in any region of the country, it was immediately 

isolated by the police and military units, which continued until the infection was completely 

eradicated. Also, through television and other mass media, the population was constantly called to 

follow the rules of social distance, to wear a mask and to wash their hands frequently with soapy 

water and various antiseptic solutions. 

Simultaneously selected "fever centers" and hospitals have been set up in different regions of the 

country for the treatment of infected patients. Fever centers were located and examined for patients 

suspected of being infected with the New Corona Virus, during which patients who were diagnosed 

with the New Corona Virus were taken to hospitals specially designed to treat the seme patients. It is 

noteworthy, that in this regard, all persons infected with the New Corona Virus were hospitalized in 

Georgia, while in most countries of the world, inpatient treatment was mainly given to patients in 

need of intensive care or critical care, and patients in relatively mild form, who accounted for 80.0% 

of those infected, were treated predominantly at home under the supervision of physicians. In 

Georgia, the treatment of patients of this continent was mainly led by infectious disease specialists, 

while the patients of the intensive care and critical care service contingent were mainly treated by 

critical care physicians, who remained in the country at the end of the last century after becoming a 

critical care physician. This certification institute, which included three years of residency and 

certification exams, was implemented in Georgia for the first time in the world, but was later 

abolished by the National Movement, which came to power. 

In the out hospital  sphere  the patients infected with the virus were provided by emergency medical 

service brigades. The patients were treated at both the pre-hospital and in-hospital stages according 

to a specially designed national protocol based on the World Health Organization protocol. 

Diagnosis of infected patients was initially made at the Lugar Laboratory near the country's capital, 

which was founded in the past with the support of the USA government. Later, similar diagnostics as 

well as express diagnostic methods became possible in other regions of the country. So during the 

state of emergency the anti-epidemic measures were carried out in a very strict manner, which is also 

proved by the fact that they were not weakened even during the Easter holidays. 

It is noteworthy that the implementation of these complex measures to eradicate the pandemic was quite 

expensive and required the mobilization of solid funds from the state budget. All the nuances of the 

treatment process were funded by the state. So, if we summarize the money spent in this regard and 

recalculate each of their patients in the treatment process, then these patients will be the most expensive 

patients ever treated in the country of Georgia. Due to the suspension of other existing works. Therefore, the 

country's economic development indicators this year seem to be limited to double-digit numbers with 

negative dynamics. Therefore, in this regard, more attention should be paid in the future to the cost-

effectiveness of pandemic liquidation, which can be achieved by the use of military units in the 

implementation of anti-epidemic measures, applying scientific research in practice in the treatment  process 

of patients in the field of "Medicine with limited resources" and other means. Moreover, the country has 

experience in this, because even in the eighties of the last century, the same number of thousands of patients 

of the heavier contingent were treated independently, not for half a year, but daily in three medical 

institutions of the country without declaring any state of emergency. 



It is noteworthy that the loss suffered by the population of the country was so great, which was 

caused by the complete cessation of work in the country and forced these citizens to live on the 

savings saved by them during the pandemic. The country's economic losses were also extremely 

high due to the failure of the tourist season and the suspension of other types of work in the country. 

It is noteworthy that the loss suffered by the population of the country was so great, which was 

caused by the complete cessation of work in the country and forced these citizens to live on the 

savings saved by them during the pandemic. 

Also important in this regard was the fact that in the early stages of the pandemic, quarantine and 

treatment facilities were opened in most parts of the country, and a diagnostic center known as Lugar 

Laboratory was located on the outskirts of the capital. In a country that may have become a 

contributing factor to the "sowing" of the virus in the country, which is evidenced by the fact that in 

areas where such quarantine zones and medical facilities are not located, the virus is not detected in 

the population. Opening of medical facilities for infected patients in the area of AIDS and TB 

treatment centers, which was located in some regions and which increased the likelihood of 

recurrence of these infections.  

The country's economic losses were also extremely high due to the failure of the tourist season and 

the suspension of other types of work in the country. It is noteworthy that the loss suffered by the 

population of the country was so great, which was caused by the complete cessation of work in the 

country and forced these citizens to live on the savings saved by them during the pandemic. 

Also important in this regard was the fact that in the early stages of the pandemic, quarantine and 

treatment facilities were opened in most parts of the country, and a diagnostic center known as Lugar 

Laboratory was located on the outskirts of the capital. In a country that may have become a 

contributing factor to the "sowing" of the virus in the country, which is evidenced by the fact that in 

areas where such quarantine zones and medical facilities are not located, the virus is not detected in 

the population. Opening of medical facilities for infected patients in the area of AIDS and TB 

treatment centers, which was located in some regions and which increased the likelihood of 

recurrence of these infections. 

The problem of infecting medical personnel involved in the treatment of patients with the new 

coronavirus should also be the subject of independent consideration. Although its frequency was low 

in Georgia compared to other countries, it still had a solid number and literally every tenth infected 

person was a representative of this field. This should be the first consideration when planning future 

work. 

As for the treatment deficiencies, this primarily referred to the National Protocol, which did not 

indicate at all the need to study not only the cytokines involved in the emergence of the "cytokine 

storm" but also the immunocompetent T and B-lymphocyte populations and their subpopulations. It 

was also stated that, if necessary, anti-sepsis treatment should be carried out in accordance with the 

national protocol in force in the country, the latter was adopted a long time ago and does not take 

into account the amendments made by international experts during the last revision. The process of 

treating patients seeking intensive care and critical care services should have been presented. 

Excessive attention should also be paid to antiviral treatment, as evidenced by the use of the anti-

malarial drug  Hydroxychlorochin, which has been removed several times in accordance with World 

Health Organization decisions and has been used in the treatment of patients infected with the virus. 

And other similar measures. For this purpose in some cases. have also been used in Ozone treatment 

and other similar measures. The point is that at this stage, when there is no drug with a strongly 

argued antiviral effect, such "kidnappings" may cause a virus mutation and dramatically increase the 

aggressive nature of New Corona Virus strains. 



This protocol also does not refer to the advances in membrane oxygenators, plasma rays, progenitor 

precursor stimulants, and other advances in modern medicine in the treatment of patients with a 

similar contingent  on the need for use. As far as the treatment process is concerned, as it is known, 

most of the patients with the mentioned virus, namely 80.0%, are cured without vigorous 

intervention by the medical staff, out of the remaining patients who needed intensive therapy and 

critical care services, 15.0 patients died. They were old and had chronic diseases. The direct cause of 

death in two cases was pneumothorax, which seems to have arisen during the production of art ificial 

respiration, and in the other cases the direct cause of death seems to have arisen mainly from 

problems with the cardiovascular system. Pandemic liquidation work was also associated with other 

shortcomings, but the implementation of this set of measures as a whole was undoubtedly justified, 

as evidenced by the fact that the results obtained with their assistance were much better than even in 

neighboring countries in identical condition 

Conclusion: The process of liquidation of the pandemic caused by the New Corona Virus in Georgia has 

been associated with positive results, which should be analyzed in more depth in the near future. 

 

 

ზ.ხელაძე.ზვ.ხელაძე 

ახალი კორონა ვირუსით გამოწვეული პანდემიის სალიკვიდაციო სამუშაოების მოკლე 

ექსპერტული ანალიზი საქართველოში 

საქართველოს კრიტიკული მედიცინის ინსტიტუტი 

 

მოტანილია ახალი კორონა ვირუსით გამოწვეული პანდემიის სალიკვიდაციო სამუშაოების 

მოკლე ექსპერტული ანალიზი საქართველოში.,რომელიც წარმოდგენილია სალიკვიდაციო 

სამუშაოების დროს განხორციელებული უმთავრესი ღონისძიებების და  მათთან ასოცირებული 

შედეგების სახით. მითითებულია, რომ საქართველო იმ მცირერიცხოვან ქვეყანათა ჯგუფს 

მიეკუთვნება მსოფლიოში,რომელმაც რეალურად შეძლო პანდემიის დროს წამოშობილი 

პრობლემების ოპტიმალური მართვა. ამ პროცესებს კი საქართველოს მთავრობა და ამ მიზნით 

ქვეყანაში სპეციალურად შექმნილი საკოორდინაციო კომიტეტი წარმართავდა პრემიერ-

მინისტრის ხელმძღვანელობით. ამ თვალსაზრისით ასევე განსაკუთრებული ღვაწლი მიუძღვის 

ქვეყნის მოსახლეობას, რომელიც გაგებით ეკიდებოდა და კეთილსინდისიერად ასრულებდა 

მთავრობისა და საკოორდინაციო კომიტეტის მიერ მიღებულ დადგენილებებს. საერთო 

წარმატებას აგრეთვე ხელი შეუწყო საქართველოს გეოგრაფიულმა მდებარეობამ, ქვეყნის 

მოსახლეობის გენეტიკურმა თავისებურებებმა და კულტურულ-საგანმანათლებლო 

განცვითარების დონემ, პანდემიის პროცესების გაზაფხულისა და ზაფხულის თვეებში 

მიმდინარეობამ, ნაკლებად ინტენსიურმა ტურისტულმა სეზონმა და მრავალმა სხვა 

ფაქტორმა,მათ შორის იმ ფაქტმაც,რომ საქართველოში შესაძლოა პანდემიის გამომწვევი 

ვირუსის შედარებით ნაკლებად აგრესიული შტამები  მუშაობდნენ.თავისთავად 

ცხადია,პანდემიის სალიკვიდაციო სამუშაოების დროს დაშვებული იყო გარკვეულ 

ხარვეზებიც, რომლებიც მომავალში უნდა იყოს გავალისწიებული,რადგანაც პანდემია ჯერ არ 

დამთავრებულა და ეტყობა კიდევ საკმაო ხანს გასტანს.  

 

 

 



 

 

. Excessive attention should also be paid to antiviral treatment, as evidenced by the use of the anti-

malarial drug  Hydroxychlorochin, which has been removed several times in accordance with World 

Health Organization decisions and has been used in the treatment of patients infected with the virus. 

And other similar measures. For this purpose in some cases. have also been used in Ozone treatment 

and other similar measures. The point is that at this stage, when there is no drug with a strongly 

argued antiviral effect, such "kidnappings" may cause a virus mutation and dramatically increase the 

aggressive nature of New Corona Virus strains. 

 
 

ასევე  არასასურველ ტენდენციად უნდა ჩაითვალოს ზედმეტი ყურაღების გამოჩენა 

ანტივირუსულ მკურნალობის მიმართ,რაც ნათლად გამოჩნდა მალარიის საწინაა 

მდეგო პრეპარატის ფლავოპირინის გამოყენების დროს,რომელიც ჯანმრთელობის 

დაცვის მსოფლიო ორგანიზაციის გადაწყვეტილებების შესაბამისად რამდენჯერმე იყო 

ამოღებული და ჩართული აღნიშნული ვირუსით დაინფიცირებულ ავადმყოფთა 

მკურნალობის პროცესში.ამ მიზნით ცალკეულ შემთხვევებში ასევე გამოყენებული იყო 

ოზონით მკურნალობა და სხვა მსგავსი ღონისძიებები.საქმე ის არის,რომ ამ 

ეტაპზე,როდესაც არ არსებობს მკაცრად არგუმენტირებული ანტივირუსული ეფექტის 

მქონე პრეპარატი,მსგავსმა "გატაცებებმა" შესაძლოა ვირუსის მუტაცია გამოიწვიოს და 

მკვეთრად გააძლიეროს ახალი კორონა ვირუსის შტამების აგრესიული ბუნება. 
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